
Apetizers 
Miso soup                                                                      
Edamame                                                                      
Wakame salad                                                              
Katsu prawns                                                                       


Salmon tartare                                                            Salmon tartare                                                            
Tuna tartare 

Sushi rolls - rice outside 
                                             
Spicy salmon roll                 8pcs                                                                                                                                                                       



Spicy tuna roll                        8pcs                                                                                                                                                                       



Tuna & Ikura roll                   8pcs                                                                                                                                                                       


Rainbow roll                         8pcs                                                                                                                                                                       


Unagi roll                              Unagi roll                              8pcs                                                                                                                                                                       


Hamachi roll                         8pcs                                                                                                                                                                       


Dragon roll              Dragon roll                              8pcs                                                                                                                                                                       


Spider roll                               8pcs                                                                                                                                                                       



Philadelphia roll              Philadelphia roll                     8pcs                                                                                                                                                                       


Salmon teriyaki roll               8pcs                                                                                                                                                             


TTempura roll         6pcs                                                                                                                                                                       


 Gunkan 2pcs

Spicy salmon       £5.5
Spicy tuna            £6.5
Yellowtail    £6.5
Scallop    £6.5
Eel   £7.5
Ikura                     Ikura                     £8


Hand roll  1pc

Spicy salmon       £5.5
Spicy tuna            £6.5
Yellowtail    £6.5
Scallop    £6.5
Eel   £7.5
Ikura                        Ikura                        £8


         Nigiri & Sashimi 

 
Salmon                                     
Tuna 
Yellowtail 
Sea bass 
Sea bream Sea bream 
Scallop
Octopus                                      
Eel 
Sweet prawns                                     
Surf clams                                     

Aburi Nigiri 3pcs - flame seared

Salmon                                   
Tuna 
Yellowtail 
Scallop
Sea bream
Sea  bassSea  bass
 
                                
                                 

Chef Selection Sets

Nigiri selection 


Sashimi selection small 


Sashimi selection large 


Nigiri and sashimi selection small 


Nigiri and sashimi selection large 


Yellowtail carpaccio 

                                                   
                                

Hosomaki roll - thin roll with one ingredient

Salmon                                   
Tuna 
Yellowtail 
Eel                                
Avocado                                 

                                    
Cucumber 
Takuan 

Kanpyo
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Sets

Mixed set                        32pcs                                    £70                                                            








Spicy tuna set                 19pcs                                    £40





Spicy salmon set            19pcs                                    £34





Salmon selection            17pcs                                    £36





Tuna selection                17pcs                                    £40





Scallop selection            17pcs                                    £36






All prices include Vat. 

Gaijin Sushi
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